In [1], Doi and Naganuma showed that the conjugation ofa Shimura curve is again a Shimura curve. The present paper deals with the generalization of their result.
Notations
We adopt the notations of [C] , of which some are recalled here.
The multiplicative group of an associative ring S with identity is denoted by S • For an algebraic group G defined over Q, G A denotes its adelization. The finite part and infinite part of GA are denoted by Go and G~ respectively. Denote the identity component of Go by Go~+, and put GA+ =GoG~+.
For an algebraic number field F, re denotes the ring of integers of F, F~b the abelian closure of F, and Fc the closure of F • Fo~+ in the idele group FA ~ .
The Main Theorem
1.t. Let F be a totally real algebraic number field of degree g, and B a quaternion algebra over F. Let z 1 ..... "cg be the g distinct isomorphisms of F into R arranged in such a way that B is unramified at z~, ..., rr, and ramified at all other infinite places.
Denote the discriminant of B over F by D(B/F).
Assume r > 0. Define an algebraic group G over Q so that the Q-rational points of G are
Go= {ct e G L,(B)[ct . '~' =v(~)l, with v(o:)E F • },
where l denotes the main involution of B and tot the transpose of~. The semi-simple part of G is
G" = {o~ e Glv(ce)= l },
and G[ modulo a maximal compact subgroup defines a bounded symmetric domain Jf which can be identified with ovg', r copies of Siegel's upper half space ~,, of degree n.
Consider a representation 0 of F equivalent to ~ zv. Let (F', 0') be the reflex of v=l (F, 0) and 2 = det 0' (see [CI, w 1] 
for notation). Then 2 is a homomorphism ofF' • to F • Put

~ + = {X e G A + lV(X)e A(FX•
Define a group extension 9.I of 921=(~+/F~G~+ and a subgroup A+ of 92 as in [CII, w Let [* be the subfield of F~'~ defined in [CII, 3.10] , and p the homomorphism from 9/ to Gal(f*/F') defined in [CII, 4.7] . The kernel of p is the closure of A +. Consider the set 3 of all open compact subgroup of 9.1. For every Xe3, Fx=A+nX acts on out ~ properly discontinuously and Yg/F x has finite measure. The subgroup p(X) of Gal(I*/F') corresponds to a subfield of ~*, which we denote by k x.
As shown in [C] , for every Xe3 there is a model (Vx, C~x ) of ~/F x with Vx rational over k x, and for ue92, X, We,3 such that uXu -x = W, there is a morphism Jwx(u) of Vx onto V~, t") rational over k x. Furthermore the system {Vx, ~Px, Jwx(U), (X, We3; ueg.l)} enjoys the properties stated in [-CII, Theorem 5.2]. We call it a canonical system of models associated with G. =u(u)~9~.
Lemma. Let E be an algebraic number field and ~P a Q-linear representation of E by complex matrices. For an automorphism z of C, let ~ be a representation of E equivalent to T ~. Denote the reflexes of (E, ~t') and (E, 7si) by (E', T') and (E'a, T;) respectively. Then E~ = (E') ~ and ~P; is equivalent to the representation r of E'~ given
by q,(x')= ~U'(x) (xeE'). Define an algebraic group G* over Q so that the Q-rational points of G* are the group of similitudes of T:
Then G]+ acts on 5 ~" as described in [A, 6.5], As shown in [A, 6.6] there are maps Using T~ and $1 instead of T and S, we define the counterparts of G*, i, i' and j, and denote them by G*, il, i' 1 and j~ respectively. Let (Y,P, 6,fO and z 1 be as in 2.6, and put yl=jl(zl). Denote Q~ =(L, O~, p; T x ~0~) by ~. Let ~ ~ , 2;(fJ)={.~wlwe~ } be an analytic family of PELstructures of type ~ with parametrizing function O~(x, w). We can extend "~r, =(3r~, cgr,, 0~,) to a structure .~* =(.4~, Cr,, 0") of type (Z, ~, ~t, U0-Here we regard L" as a Z-module by setting x(a | b) = ax(il (fl (b))). E1 is a representation of Z defined in the same way as ~ was defined in the last paragraph. And U1 (a, a') = trt./o(Tl(a, a')) for a, a'eL". Comparing the restriction of E1 and E ~ to both K and P, we see that 2~ is equivalent to ~.
We show that if the parametrizing function 01 is chosen suitably, then we have 
M,(L).
Regard L" as a Z-module by setting x (a | b) = a x (f* (b)). Then .~* = (.4,, ~2,, 0") is of type (Z, S~). Since .~* is also of type (Z, ~*), there is an isogeny ;t of .~* to .~*.
Recall that for every a~G(T1)R+ and we6 er there is a C-linear automorphism A1(7, w) of C 4"g such that
/11(~, w) Ol(x, w)=ol(x~, a-l(w))
for all x~L~, see [8, 4.4] . 
for all asY~. On the other hand, it follows from (2.8.1) that
(i~ (f~ (a)))'~[(~-~ l)'P S~] =[(~t;1)'v S~t/,](i~ (f,(a))).
Hence S-~ Because f~ (2)~M,(Ba~), we have Sl (i~ (f~ (2))) = (i1(fl (2))) '~ $1. So the left hand side of (2.8.3) is equal to
TI a. t(i~ (f~ (2)))' = (ia (A (2))) 'a T~ 'o-
Applying t p to the identity, we obtain T~. t(i, (fa (2))) p = i, (f, (2)) T~.
On the other hand,
7"1. r(i, (f~ (2)))" T~-~ = i a (% (2)') = ia (fl (2a)).
Therefore 2=2 ~, and hence 2aF~. This proves:
Note that
This results from (2.8.4) and the identities S 'p S = x 1,, S] p S~ = ~:11,.
2.9. Define an isomorphism u~ of G~ onto G*~ by u~(:()=7~ 1 ~. Then (2.8.4) shows that u~ actually sends G~ isomorphically onto GI~. Since ~= 9J/1~ for almost all #, u/s can be put together to form an isomorphism tt o of G O to Gto. For an infinite prime #a corresponding to the embedding ra, the signature of T at #z is the same as that of T 1 at flu if ~z ~ = T u. Therefore we can define an isomorphism u~ of G~ onto G*~, which sends G~,~ onto G~. Putting together all u~'s we get an isomorphism u~ of G L onto G*~t+ which sends GR+ onto G~ § Finally by putting Uo and u~o together, we obtain an isomorphism u of G*+ onto G~'A+ that sends GA+ onto G1A +. By Lemma 1.5, we have u(f~+)=#x § Hence u induces an isomorphism (again denoted by u) of ~ onto ~.
2.10. Now it is only a formality to extend u to an isomorphism ofg.l onto 9.1~. Then a trivial computation shows that u is an isomorphism of 9A onto ~. In w 3 we shall prove that u satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.3.
Proof of the Main Theorem
Proposition. Let 9~ x be determined as in 2.7. Then there are an ample rF-lattice m I in B~ and an element :
:of L~ such that 9)11 =/r r 9 i'l(ml).
Proof Let v and v~ be as in 2. This completes the proof of (3.1.2). Especially we have Let f2 and ~O' be as in 2.7, and let (V,v, 4)) be a moduli-system for S(f2) in the sense of [7, 6.2] . Here v is an assignment which assigns a point v(~) of V to every PEL-structure .~ of type s qb is a holomorphic map from 6 e~ onto V inducing a biregular isomorphism of 6"~/F * onto V,, and qb(w)= v(~w) for all we~'. Let (Vl,vl,qbl) be a moduli-system for 22(s~). Since s by [8, 4.23] there is a biregular isomorphism ~/, of V, to V ~ such that ~= 0 o ~,,.
Proposition. Let z, zl, y =j(z) and Yl =J~ (zl) be the special points chosen in 2.6. Let fl eGQ+ and w =j(fl(z)) = i(fl)(y). Then there is 7eG~o + such that for w ~ =j~ (7(z~)) we have c~(w) ~ = O(e~l (wa)).
Proof 
Then vl(7)=Vl(e)=v(fl ).
We show that 7 satisfies the condition of our proposition.
As in 2.7, we first consider L" as a Z-module by setting x (a | b)= a x(i(f(b))).
The extended structure .~* of .~r is then of type (Z, N, 9J/, U). We see easily that This is true for all finite p. Hence 9J/* =9J/17. Similarly, we have U* = Ulr, where U 1 r(a, a') = trL/Q(v 1 (7)-1 TI (a, a') ).
So -~*' is of type (Z,~1,~17, U,r), which is the type of the extended structure of-~w,, where wl=jl(7(zO). Hence .~w=.~Wl. Therefore, v(.~w)'=ff(vl(.~)) = qz(v1 (.~w,) ), or qb(w)~= qz(qb,(w,)). Let (H, 4~') (resp.(H1,4~)) be the reflex of (K, 4~) (resp. (K, 4h) ). Then by Lemma 1.5, H1 =HL Let Mc be the class field over H corresponding to the subgroup H • 9 {h 9 HI I h -1 mod0 (c)}. Define a class field Mlc over H~ in the same way. Then Mlc=M~. . The field of moduli of ~' is k~,, which is contained in M~c. Let I)(x, w) (resp. rh (x, w)) be the parametrizing function for Z(t?) (resp. Z(t))) as given in 2.7. We can use the same t)(x, w) (resp. 01 (x, w)) to parametrize a family X(f2')={~wLWS~9 ~ (resp. I;(~')={-~]wsSPr}) of PEL-structures of type ~' (resp. ~'). Let (V',v', 4s (resp. (VI, ~1,40) be a moduli-system for X(~') (resp. X(~')). We can identify Vs with the subvariety ~b'(~, ~) of V' and take ~s = ~'oJ [CI. 6.9] . Similarly, in view of(3.4.3)-(3.4.5), we can identify Vs~ with q~l (~) and take 4~s, =q~i~ .
Since f)'~ O '~, there is a biregular isomorphism Oe of 1/1' to V '~ over MI~ such that z, '~ = 0 ~ v~. We show that 0~ restricted to Vs, defines an isomorphism of Vs, to Vs ~ (over M1r ). Let zeYf be as in 3.3. Then Z= {/3(z)l/~eGQ+ } is dense in Yr So it is sufficient to show that (qT(j(Z))) ~ is contained in ~,s~(Vs,), and is Zariski dense in there.
Let/3 e GQ+ and w =j(/3(z)). Let the notation be as in 3.2. Then Proposition 3.3 shows that ~b(w) ~ = ~Oe(~bl (wl)) for some wl e ~,~. According to [9] , ~, ~ ~w, posesses a certain non-holomorphic endomorphism b. It follows that ~ also posesses this endomorphism b. Therefore .~',j is isomorphic to .~,, for some va ~ ~,~. O~(x, w) ). Let (V", v", q~") (resp. (V;', ~';, 4)';)) be a moduli-system for 2;(f2") (resp. 2;(0")). Since with a suitable ~qeF~. Let (V i ,~,4~) (resp. (V~ ,~q,qSi)) be a moduh-system for Z(~)") (resp. 2;(~*)). Embed Vr, (resp. Vv,) in V~" (resp. V~*) in such a way that qSr =~b~;oj~ (resp. q~v,=qS*oj0. We have a biregular isomorphism 0" (resp. 0") of V~' (resp. V~*) onto V ''~ (resp. V*') over M~ which induces the isomorphism 0T (resp. 0v) of Vr, (resp. Vv,) to V~ (resp. V~). bounded symmetric domain consisting of all r • s complex matrices z such that 1, -z t~-is positive hermitian. In this way we have a bounded symmetric domain structure on ~. The main Theorem of [-3] states that there is a canonical system of models for the quotients of fff by arithmetic subgroups of G.
Thus 4a'(w)~=O~(d?'l(Vs))eOa(4'l(jl(~)))=t~e(Vs,). This shows (4)'(j(Z))) ~,
Then f2 ''~ is equivalent to f2* =(L, q~, p; rc(d) k gJ~x, #(Tr(d)x)-l~c T, {rc(d) kqix} ).
